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19S8 
fho aut.hor w18hea to express his d.eep apprec:1at1oD to the II8Dy' peraoaa 
who bave pla,.ad an important part in _k::2.Dg poI81ble th18 stuq. 
Irt put1eular, he 18 very sratetul \0 R_erend Vincant V. Herr, 5 • .1., 
Cba1rllaD of the Department of P8ycholoO', L070la Un1veraity, and to Protusore 
hank J. Kobler and. Horao1o J. A ... R1mold1 for thea _co~t, 
nggeatioba ad eouatruot1ve criticism, to JIr. hul VOlt Eben tor h1a 
us1ataaoe 11'1 a.cunng and teet1ng the control aubjeeta. to the various 
..... 1"8 ot the Adult Cenbral Pals,. Club of Cbicago who volunteend to act .. 
~tal 8ubjeoteJ to the Un1t.ed. Cenbral Palsy AHOC1ation ot Chicago tor 
pneJ'OUal,. pl"Ov1dJ.ng a grant.-tn-a1d to C4Z'T;Y out the rea_roh, and, last but 
not. leut, to hie AaU,. w1UJo1at whoee 1I1'ltlrUsg sacrit1ce of t.t. and etton 
th1a olJax ot b1a graduate OOUl'8e of 8t~ aftd research would not. have beeft 
slICo_fUll,. oompl.eW. 
CHAPTER I 
DrrRODUCTION 
In the preceding decade since the present writer finished his Master's 
thesis on a topic pertaining to cerebral palsy (48), interest in this 
neuromuscular disability bas become much greater and more widespread, both here 
in this countr.Y and abroad. Liltewue the amount of literature published on the 
subject, as renected not only in profusiena! journala but also in popular 
magasine and newspaper articles, has increased IU.l'ly-fold. Indeed, today it has 
become cOJDBlOnplace to find it given prominence in the daily papers, such as the 
two following dramatically captioned excerpts reveal. 
the Public Health Service ••• announoed a sweeping IIlUl ti-million-
dollar program investigating the caUSes of cerebral palsy, IIl8ntal 
retardation and the various forma of blindness and deatneaa •••• 
Cerebral Palsy Riau !!.!2.. !!!:!:. Crippler 
Cerebral palsy will soon be the nation's No. 1 crippler, So sa7 
officials of the American Academy for Cerebral Palsy, .eting 
here •••• With the Sault vaccine promising to el1minate paralytic 
polio, they predict that more and more attention will be focused 
on OP. (10) 
Theee preas releases -1' be said to mark the climax of a trend which began 
some twent;r-!1ve or thirty years ago with the advent, among several pioneel"8, 
of Carlson (8) and his efforts at habilitating h.imself as well as others who 
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.e" 81mil.ar1,. atfl1ct.fKl. DuriBg tb1s relatively .bon ptl'1oc1 ot tiM. the 
FAS'teI" Seal Sociatit' (146), through ita loeJ.t lJ.bl'fU7 "mae and publ10a u.ou 
()8), baa been • ftluable source of .tntoJoma\ion and ater:ial OOQCem1ftg 
Geftbral palaJ'.. s~tlc of th18 whole p.nod ot 1IItenalt1ed 1ntereat baa 
alao been the fOunding 111 1949 ami the auba8(lWHlt npld gl"OIRh throughout. the 
ooun\17 of the tmited Cerebral Palay ANOOiaUoQe (ta), a YOl.UfttaJ7 hMlth 
orpa1a&t1oD ded1cated to prov1d.f.Qg senio.. for those with tJda huJd1C&pp.1ag 
lWadlt10D u4 to eventl.l8ll7 ~ ao1.tlona, th'r'ough ext.ensi .. e reaeuoh, to 
the YariGu probleaa OOItDeCted with 1t.. 
From the .~:1Dt at a b1"Oader b1ator1cal penpective. it 18 well to 
note that the cond1t1Dn CUI"l"entl,. re!U'J"8Cl to as ceNbral pale,. was t1nt 
Nco¢Hd and. ~c.r1beQ Mdkalq al.aoet tme bundnd ,..are ap by W:5111&1 
Little, an ~ pJq81c:1an, 1ft l86l (33). AO'ttIall7. he aoncel'Md b1m8elf 
with what is DOW laton U oalT one t7P8 of cel"Obral pala~, aputio 
dipleg1&, wb10h 18 u'U8l.q oharacWr1Md by a "J:T seveN degree of motor 
iDvol"....t. On the buia of hi8 obael"vatioms, it waa genarall,. bel.i .... ed tor 
ORr halt a. centlU"J' that aental iaapa1rraeDt &1_a78 accompanied 1t, whereas 
prea_~ lmowledge 1Dd1oates that It.ental tunot1<m1ng 1& not neouearU,. 
atteotad adYenely. SO_bat lawr, two p)qIic1aml who baoaae tazaou itt their 
rupeeti.,.. t1el.d.a, S1r W1lliam Osler tiS) and S1puQd Freud. (1,), contributed 
further observat1ol1s, the tOI'Mr be1ng the timt. to u_ the term "the oerebral 
palau •• " Ira tIlua applJ1ng the plural connotat.ion, he r1ghtlT aund.aed \bat. 
'the condition bad a n\llber of forma aad \bat t.heretore it oould be 80 
d_1pated. 
As a _t.ter of faot, how",!" one -1' go mucb tul'tber back in b1atoZ7 and 
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find ref~ce to what can probably be reprded &8 the ancient equivalent of 
cerebral pal.sy. Mention is made in the law Testament ot the Bible - ape-
cif1call7 in Luke St18 - of the man with a palsy, who was cured of it by his 
taith in Christ. It is open to question, of covse, whether this particular 
type ot palsy' dated from birth and was therefore the ldnd under discussion here. 
Nevertheless, it is interesting to speculate that such was the ca.ae. Another 
instance from historical record of what appears to be cerebral. pals7 18 tound 
in the blographT of a le.ser laaown religious personage of the early Middle 
Ages - namely, Saint Berman the Oripple. ae was born nearly a thousand years 
ago in tle1"1'll4D7, in the year 101) to be exact, a descendant of a great tudl,-
line of noblemen and cruaders. But he was- so seYerely ha.nd.1capped from. birth 
that he could not walk or stand or e'Ven sit without the aid of a special chair 
which was made for him} and in addition he had much dilt:i.culty in speald.ng and. 
in wrlt.1ng. tet he is described &8 pleasant, friendly, easy to talk to, 
&111'&78 cheertul and laughing, never criticising, and laYed by eve1")'body. He 
learned mathemat1c!', Greek, Latin, ArabiC, astronorq and. llUIIic, wrote a 
t.reatise on the ast.rolabe, an iIletrwaent used to determine the altitudes of 
heavenl.y bodiesJ and made astrolabes, clocks and JlU81eal instrumenta, deepite 
b1s crippled bands. It 18 believed that be composed two ot the great. ~ ot 
Christendom, Salve Regina and the Alma Reclemptor1s, both ot wbicb are still 
sung today throughout the world. The honor and glory of being the patron saint 
of all phyrdca.ll.7 haadicapped persons would I\Ost l1kely tall upon Saint Herman 
the Cripple, regardless of whether his affliotion wu actuallY' cerebral 
palsy. (2S) 
Still 8l'lother apparent instance of this disorder can be found in b1story, 
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as immortalized in the dramatio literature of Shakespeare through the medium of 
his traged.7 of Richard the fhird. In the opening linea of the pl.ay, the Duke 
of Glouoester, who shortly beoomes King Richard by resorting to treaohery and 
murder, soliloquiles about h1a pbpical oondition, tha_ 
I, that am curtailed ot this fair proportion, 
Cheated of feature by dissembling nature, 
Detoraeci, untinished, sent. before lIlT time 
Into t.hia breathing world, scaroe halt made up, 
And that 80 l.&mel7 and unfashionable 
That dogs bark at me as I halt by them. 
Wby, I, in this weak piping time of peace, 
Have no deUght to pass away the 'iiae, 
unles. to .88 flIT shadow in the S1m 
And d_cant OIl Jdue own de:£onaity_ ()4) 
~gain, ODe lIlU8t stru. the tact t.hat the evidence 1& suggestive rather than 
oerta:1n, and theretore still a matter ot speculat.ion, as to whether the persona 
involved in these three instanoes from the distant past had oerebral palsy. 
levertheleaa, there can be little room tor doubt but that band.1eapp1ag 
oondit.1o.ns ot th1a type have been known to maaldDd throughout the aps, even 
though they have been studied Mel described in medical t.erma onl7 within fairly 
recent times • 
. lD order to rolllld out th1a introductory aeet1on, it would be well to ftIlly 
detine oerebral palsy and. to give 80M basic faota and figures conoerning the 
subjeot in ,.enJ.. Since it is a complex d1aorder, t.he definitions regarding 
it have tended to be either too broad, and therefore encompass more than is 
r_ .. ..L."lted by our present state of knowledge, or too narrow to cover the field 
adequately_ Indeed there are still a few ptqsic1a.ns who prefer not to employ 
this all-inclusive teN} 1Dstead they continue to use the traditional _thod 
of categorizing the 81DIPtoma more specifically as to type and degree ot 
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involvement. Be that as it 11&1', the following composite definition and 
description gives a comprehensive picture in a 1ft paragraphs, as quoted tro. 
several leading authorities I 
Cerebral palsy 18 a term which has come into coDlOn usage recently ••• 
ODce SytlonollOua with L1ttle.s DiB888e, a spastic paralysis resulting 
from birth tra'UlA, it baa grown to include a d.1verai!ieci grovp of 
neurologic conditions whoae comraon bond iB abnormal DeuroJlOtor 
function resulting from brain damage. In its usual. sense ... cerebral 
palsy not oraly 1nclicates cerebral patho1.ogy but alSo describes a 
group of handicapped children. They are an important Iledical prob-
1..J and. they represent two important goals in medical practice, 
prevention and habU tation. '1'0 the pediatrician, cerebral pals,. 
11&1' first mean an infant who is a difficult feeding problem) to the 
orthopedic surgeon, cerebral palsy may ntean apastic adductors that 
need correction and 1.1mb. that need stabilisationJ to the Deurol-
ogist and neuro-surgeon, cerebral palsy may mean cortical atropb;y I 
convulsions or ablat1cm of a damaged portion of a cerebral 
hemisphere. The PfJ7Chiatr1st _y see in cerebral palsy behavior 
and mentality that are at7Pical., while the PB1Cholog18t _,. see a 
child whose intelligence and personality are difficult to evaluate. 
The theJ'apiats -1' visualize a oerebral palsied child as legs that 
m,.t be moved reciprocally, fingera that must attain prehension, or 
a tongue that must be taught to glide over vowela and CODSOna:nW. 
The social 'Worker -'1' be 1rJtereated in cerebral palsy onl.y as it 
relates to taaUy, eccnom1o and social p~_. while the spec1al 
teacher or recreation expert -,. understand cerebral palsy only as 
a problem in leaming, retainiQa a.nd soc1al1z1Dg. Parents see 
cerebral. palsy as a deep sorrow, and the cerebral palsied -1' think 
of himself as an "inadeq,uate one."H_cerebra1 palsy 18 all of thea. 
things, but they must be considered as a whole, not separatelY'_ 
ODly in this wa:r can the problema of the cerebral palsied child and 
h18 parents be best solved by the professional workers in the field. (12, pp. 21-22) . 
Since praotically aU expressions of human behavior are hinged upon 
the motor system, any interference with these expressions, lrom 
staBering to complete diplegia, could theoretically be incl.uded in 
the cateCOr'7 01 cerebral palsy- ,The term, however, is, at least 
tradi t1ona1ly, limited to conditions which go back to the beginning 
of lUe or earl,. 1nfano,. ••• (3, p. 221). 
Some iavutigators bel.ieve that cerebral palay should be included 
as one group of the broader category ••• known as "the brain-injured" 
•••• This broader group includes children whoae cerebral lesions 
cause mental retardation, defects in perception and concept 
formation, sensory defects, personality disordera, or epUeps;y 
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whether 01' not there 18 aocompalQ'ing motor dys-
function. The child with cerebral palsy may have any of the above 
handicaps in addition to his primalT neuromuscular disability, and 
he frequently has more than one of them. (7, pp. 4-S) 
Oenerally ••• the brain damage which is reflect.ed as cerebral palsy 
takes place before, at, or just after birth} it involves the part 
of the brain which controls body movement.. Lack of oxygen supply 
to the brain appears to be a frequent factor in 1t.8 prodllOt.ion. 
This anoxia, of course, can come about in divers .a78 and can play 
a part. in the da.JDage produced by poisoning, infect1oM, J>h7aical 
injur,y or other agencies. Usuall7 more than one part of the brain 
is affected 80 that in addition to l.ack of motor control, there 
may be seizures ••• , interference with intellectual ability, 
difticulties in s ... t.10n and perception, and iIlpa1rment. of 81ght. 
and hearing. (6)-
Thus, it is readily apparent from these quotations that cerebral palsy 18 not 
only a complex but can also be a multiple type of handicap} in tact, the 
condition is at one and the same time as highly complicated and as little 
understood as the buman brain i tsel£. 
This situation is well 1llustrated by the attempts which bave been made in 
the 188t eight or ten years to develop an adequate s1lStem of classification, 
beginning with that devised by Phelps and Fa7 (18, p. 182) which comprised six 
sub-groups, including the two most frequently found --namely, the spastic and 
athetoid types. As Denhoff has pointed out, the ideal 8ystem 
would include anatomiC, etiologic, and clinical data. However, in 
ClJl"l'8nt clinical practice, claasit1caticm :Is baeed on clinical 
findings. This includes type, location and degree of handicap aa 
well as "socated handicaps. The reason is that so tar there bas 
been inconclusive correlation between anatomic and clinical 
findings. (12, p. 23) 
the comparatively 8mall &mount of knowledge we possess about this disorder 18 
therefore limited by our knowledge about the brain, and, conversely, the 
tremendous araount. we bave yet. to leam ultimately depends upon our suco ... in 
finding out bow the brain funotions and how it reaota to aDd reooven froll .. 
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variety of situat.ions which produce damage. Parenthet1cally, it should be 
stated here that the present discussion will be concerned with only that 
definition of cerebral palsy where the motor dyafQ1lction is paraDIOl1Ilt and the 
other handicaps of cerebral origin, if present, are secondary to it. 
The question is otten raised, what character1atics do persons with oereb 
palsy have in common? Actually, they are very seldom alike. One may be so 
•• verely ban<l1capped physically as to be practically helpless and yet have 
average or better tball average intell1gence, while another may be only mildly 
affected pbJsicaUy but have a s&'Yere degree of meatal retardationJ 80M _1' 
bave visual or auditory impairment or _1' be uaable to recognize what they see 
or hear. st1ll others _y bave difficulty in speaking or cannot speak 
:intelligibly at. all. Thll8, the range and the varioua combinations of handi-
capping conditions found in cerebral palsy are se8llingly infinite, the disorder 
generall7 interfering with the ability to do any motor taska in vary.t.ng 
degrees - such as walking, dreasing, eatin, or speaJd.ng - and a.f.tect.1na in 
IIIIUlY _tances the ability not only to leana, from the purely academic stand-
point, but. also to acbieve independence and self-sufficiency from t.he soc1al 
maturity standpoint. (6, p. 2) 
Altho'Qgh there is no compulsor;r reg1atration of o&ses of cerebral palsy as 
yet, it has beea eat1mated b,. Altman that t.here are somewhere between )00 and 
)$0 caS88 of all ages per 100,000 population, or approx:1matalT Sso,OOO in the 
united states 4S a whole. He statu that the contusion reYolviDg around th18 
problem of preYalence is due to the laok of a olear definition of the disorder 
IUld the paucity of data about it. (1, p. 4) The lat88t figures published by 
the Board of Education relating to Chicago's S])801&1 schools for crippled. 
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ohildren reveal that the cerebral palsied outnumber those of any' other 
diagnostio categor;y, being 33.3% of the total enrollment (47). RegardJ.ess of 
what the tinal figures are in this question of prevalence, however, oerebral 
palsy is a serious problem of national scope and probably bas become the major 
crippling condition among children in this country. Furthermore, it must not 
be forgotten that these nation-wide figures repreaent thousands of human be-
ings - adulta as well as ohildren - whose liTes, and those of their 
parents, haYe been deepJ,7 affected by tha serio_ handicap. 
As time goes on, it becomes increasingl7 apparent that cerebral palsy is 
not exclusively a med1cal probl., although medical scienoe playa a Terr 
significant role in the over-all picture} nor 18 it entirely a therapeutic, a 
psychological or even a sooial. serY'ice problem, important though these are 
individually and colleotivel7 in the now popular team approach to the 
disabilit7. First and foremost, it 18 a famil7 probl., with many serioU8 
emotional, soc1al, and eCOl'lomio ramifications. Regardless of how deeplJ' 
concerned the professional workers are in dealing with the general wel.fant ot 
those who are afnioted and .. ith questions of diagnosis, clusification, 
etiology', treatment and prevention, they oertain17 are not the ones who exper-
ience the f\iJ.l. 1Dlpaot of cerebNl palsy. It is felt primarily by the 
family - mother and father, and perhaps indirectly and to a le.ser extent, 
any brothers and sisters who make up the iaaediate luil,. circle. «theirs ill 
the responsibility and burden of caring for a. child with this handicap, whether 
he is mild.l7, &..,deratel7 or severely involved. 
Obviously. too, the parents of a child with cerebral palsy, in addition to 
the anxiet7 and disappo:lntment which they teel over his !allure to develop 
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nol"JllBll7, are faced with the external, social pressure of non-conforudty -
all because they have a child who is strik1ngly d1.f."ferent. kn7 parents, when 
first told that their child 1& aftlicted, experience feelinp of gu.il t that one 
or the other of them -1' bave been at fault through an iJagined hereditary 
defect. Frequently, also, maladjustment occurs between the parents beoauae of 
their confl.:1ct1nl attitudes regarding the handling of the handicapped child, or 
of the other children and members of the tamilT in relation \0 hia. 
The needs of the cerebral palsied are not unlike those of other children, 
except that they are accentuated perhaps b7 the Jlh7a:1cal baDd.1cap - needs for 
pareatal affection, for recognition, for ach18't'ement, tor development of 
independence and for satisfy1ng 80C1&1 relationships. Of special. 1mport.anoe to 
the &dolescemt and the adult 1a the need to belong to a group, to be ga:1ntally 
emploJ8d upon f1n1sh1ng school, if at all possible, and to have opportunities 
tor developing a sense of personal worth. In line with thiS, it is well to 
mention tbat emotional probl .. -1' in aome inata:n.cee be as d1aabling as the 
physical handicap itself, _king it necesaary to provide psychological cOlDlsel-
ing and guidance for the af.fl:1cted person and also his parents. 
The need for providing long-term. treatment or, in the cue of the very 
severely hand1capped, cuatod1a.l care often results in financial sacrifices whicb 
can place a heavy economic burden on all members of the taaily. J(a.n)t taDdlies 
of such handicapped persona do not have the resources to abeorb thue costs, 
all of which ag&1rl 1llutrates the tact that was brought out earlier, cerebral 
palay begins as an acute family problem and in due time, sooner or later, 
becomes a social problem of serious proportions. (9) 
The question of what cOllstitutes proper and etfective treatment has 
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recently commanded the attention of leading speoialists in the field. In £act, 
there is today a certain trend in their thinking to the effect that perhaps a 
so-ealled plateau has now been reached. 'thus, the willingnes8 of the 
gove1"l'Ullent to back greater research efforts, as indicated in the prev1oual1'-
mentioned n..,. item ann01lllcing that large sums of JIIOney were being allocated 
for this purpose, udght be said to reflect an awarenees 8lAODg professional and 
lay people alike that serious limitations exist in our current methods of 
attack:l.ng the problems which cerebral palsY' presents. 
This present tendency' to reappraise the whole situation 18 reflected in 
the philosop~ and. aima Which are .et forth as a guide to post-graduate courses 
in cerebral paJ.sy recently offered. by the College of Ph18ioians and Surgeons of 
OolUlllbia University to doctors, nurses and others in fields related to 
medicine, ... follows, 
The treatment of cerebral pals,. is in a period of tra.naition. 
In the put, a period of neglect was suoceeded by one ot OYer-
opt1m18. and over-empbaais on ph)fslcal treat.ment, often to the 
detriment. of patient and family_ A t present, a number ot 
contradictory approaches are advocated, and otten long-term 
thera.peutic goals are not clear11' visualized.. Furthermore, the 
benetits of more widespread use of theraPY' bave been lees than 
II&D7 had hoped. 
'therefore, II1&I'l7 workers in this complex field are aware of a 
need for a thoughttul. appraisal of present da,. medical management. 
There is a growing feeling that what 1& needed ••• 18 not neoeasarilT 
more and more theraPY' but a better understanding of the role that 
the various k1Ilds of treatment can play in the guidance of the 
cerebral pals1ed person toward his eventual place in adult 8ociet,.. 
Although answers are 8till fragmentary and tentati .... , it :La this 
healthy questioning attitude which will eventuallT lead to whatever 
solutions are possible. 
With such widespread interest being aroused and more research being done, it 
should be onlT a matter of time until anners are found to 8011e of the 
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fundamental questions still puszling the specialists in the medical and treat-
ment areas .from which th1s quotation was drawn. 
Insofar as the psychological aspects are concerned, on the contrar,y, the 
point bas not been reached yet where careful reappraisal is necessary, since 
hardly e.nough research bas been done to require it. Nevertheless, considerable 
progress has been made, as Holden (26, p. 92) indicates when he calla attention 
to Ita signiticant increase" in the number ot journal articles related to 
cerebral. palsy appearing between 1947 and 1952 compared to the period 1931 
through 1946, and there is reason to believe that the pace bas not slackened 
since 19,2. Commenting on the need tor more experimental studies in cerebral 
palsy, Oarmezy stated in 195.3 that several "problem areas" still remajned to 
be inYestigated: 
Typical ot such ignored areas are the .f1elda ot learning, motivation, 
perception, personality development and personality evaluation. This 
negleot is a potent1.all7 serious one since the resolution ot raany 
vexing problema centering about stteotive rehabllit.ation -7 be 
dependent upon the utilisation ot knowledge gained through empirical 
investigations in theee fielda. (20, p. )49). 
Surprisingly, even in the relatively sbort period ot time sine. this ... writt«l 
these heretofore largely untouched areas have COJIl8 UDder 1noreuing 
inT •• tigation. 
It is the hope ot the present writer that the following pages, which 
describe and discus a re88U"Ch study concerned with only ODe ot these areas 
ot the ~8ided problem, -7 prove to be a contr1but1cm, how ..... r small, to 
the growing bod.7 ot psychological knowledge about cerebral palq. 
CHA.P'1'ER II 
REvm OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
Oonsiderable attention has been centered tor some time now on the problem 
of perception in the so-called brain-injured child, undoubtedly because 
perceptual and thinking difficulties constitute the principal barrier to 
educational progress and adjustment for such 8 child, 8S Berger (4, p. 46) has 
rigbtly stated. The pioneer work of strauss and his &asocatee, Lehtinen, 
Wemer and others (45) ()l.) (,0), 18 well known. It, bas been adequate17 
summarized and incorporated in the two-volume series (44) (4) which is now 
complete after an interval of e1ght years between the publication of the first 
and second volUllle8, and it is still the object of livel,. arguments, both pro 
and con, in m&nJ" a professional circle. Brien,., Strauss and Lehtinen, in the 
first of these baoles on the subject, define the "brain-injured child" as one 
who "before, during, or after birth has received an injury' to or suttered an 
infection of the brain," as a consequence of which "detects of the neuromotor 
system -7 be present or absent," turthermore, he may exhibit "disturbances 1D 
perception, th:1nld.ng, and emotional behavior, either Separatel7 or in 
combination. tt (44. p. 4). Actual.ly, however, altho'1lh they- generalize their 
findings rega.rdJ.ng the presence of perceptual and thiald.ng distortion to 
include cerebral palsied children, aU ot their clinical case material is 
illU8trative of onl7 "exogenous" types ot mentall7 deficient children without 
gra8S motor bandicapa - that is, brain-injured children without physicallr 
12 
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crippling sequelae .. 
The exper1Jaental evidence, which they cite trom the earlier work of Werner 
and strauss (50) t involved the use ot a tachistoscopically presented picture 
teat featuring marred figures, and of a marble board test in contrasting 
normal with exogenous and endogenous children.. The results indicated a 
markedly different mode ot response in the exogenous ohildren that suggested. 
a failure to disoriminate between foreground and baokground, which the authors 
summarised as followsl 
.... a foreground-baokground distUl"bance in the visual peroeptual 
field is a handicap to brain-injured children in all learning pro-
cesses involving visual perception •••• lt may be assumed ••• tbat the 
perceptual disturbances ••• are in certain situations caused by' 
"forced responsiveness" to the background. (44, pp .. 44-46) 
Additional studies by Werner and Thuu (51) (52) J dealing with exper:1ments 
in apparent motion and critical flicker frequency as applied to exogenous and 
endogenous mentally deficient ohlldren matched for II.A. and I.Q., are referred 
to in bot.h volwnes mentioned above. Their results are more clearly summarized 
in the second volume by'strauss and Kephart, to the effect that the brain-
injured, as contraated to the non-1njured children, 
...... re found defective in perception of apparent motion, though 
able to peroeive real motion) 
••• experienoe s1raultaneit,. at a slower rate of sucoession of 
stimuli) 
••• rarely •• e motion with taoh1atoscopic exposure of single figures) 
.... 1: are less sensitive to 7 the influenoe of one tachistoscopioally 
exposed i'1gul:'e on one exposed iaaed1atelZ thereafter ••• 
..... ere lower at each brightness level L ofJ critical flioker 
frequencies ••• (h3 pp. lU7-l48) 
Such findings were regarded as indicating that teate of apparent motion and 
critical flicker frequency might have greater diagnostic value than other 
techniques previousl,. used. 
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One of the principal purposes of tb1s second volume by strauss and 
Kephart, as set forth :In the preface, was to enlarge the concept associated 
with the clinical syndrome of exogeneity in brain-injured, mentally deficient 
children "to include the clinical syndrome of the brain-injured child who 18 
not mentally defective, but who in spite of 'normalcy in I.Q.' as tested is 
still 'defective'". It u, however, largely a collection of some new clinical 
observationa, interestingly interspersed with earlier exper:1meDtal findings 
and new theoretical approaches in neurology and psychiatry, the avowed aim 
being that it "may lead not ollly to theoretical UQderstanding of brain injUl7 
in children but ••• to a more effective treatment of so-called 'normal' brain-
injured chUdren - they may be diagnosed as • cerebral palsy' or as 
'behavior problem .... '" (4) ix), But again, as in the first volume, there 18 
litUe or no evidence, either clinical or experimental, that the cerebral 
palsied child Eer .!! was considered more than a possible subject tor future 
researoh. 
Dolphin and Cruickshank (1) (14) (1S) were the first to utilize a 
population of troy oerebral palsied ohildren in teeting the major hypotheses 
of strauss and his co-workers concerning perceptual and tJdnldng disorders in 
brain-injured chUdren. Specifically, these authors carried out a series of 
experiments to discover whether generalizations could justifiably be made from 
one group or brain-injured defective children without appreoiable motor 
handicaps, to another group or brain-injured but nora-derect1ve ch1ld.reD with 
definitely crippl.1ng neuromuscular s1DlPtOJ18 diagnosed as cerebral paley'. 
Dup11cating a8 closely as possible the teat materials ot the Vlemer and 
stra\lls studies and matching two groupll or chUdrcm individually on the ba818 
1S 
of sex, chronological age and mental age, they found s1gnif1cant d1fferences 
between thirty cerebral palsied children and a 11ke number of phy8ical.l7 
normal children in V1810-m0tor activit,.; in tb:1nJd.ng, reasoning and concept 
formationJ and in figure-background relationships. 
Concem:1ng the results of the figure-background teat, they had this to saY' 
The statistical differences in the cerebral pals,. and normal 
groups ... showed that the cerebral pals,. children were inferior to 
normal children in d1atinguiahing the figure from the baokgrolmd •• _ • 
In part th18 difference might be due to the phenomena of torced 
reaponeivenEt8s to ex\raneous st1rauli which baa been found 
characteristic of organic pathology. Further the presence of 
aeticulosit;r also characteristic of individuals with cortical 
damage ma,. account for the fact that when the cerebral pals,. 
children were able to differentiate the figure they also tel t 
compelled to include the background in their descriptions. The 
pathology' of figun-background relation in the oerebral pale,. 
child has significant implications for educators and for 
educational methodology_ (lS, p. 231) 
Likewise, in d18cU8sing the differences in conceptual thinking which were 
ob\ained on a pictUl"'e object test, the;r reported 
The cerebral palsy group selected a significantly greater number 
of objects. However, there were also qualitative differences 
between the two croups. The cerebftl palsy group ade more 
selection of objects based on secondary qualities of the objects, 
chose a larger n1l'llber of unCOIIIIOl'l OD jects, dramatl.ed the piaturu 
in their selection of objeots, extended the piotures into time and 
apaoe, frequently rejected an object. after baviDg 1nlt1ally selected 
it, and 1n some cases were unable to organize the pioture into a 
meaningful whol.e. (14, p. 392) 
Thus, with respeot to theae 1mport&ult ps,.cholog1oal .t\Inctions, the results 
of Dolphin and. Cruickshank verified their hypothesis to the effect that 
oerebral palaied chlldren _1' be expeoted to flmotlon similarly to mentall,. 
defective bra1n-1njured children who manifest no gross JIlOtar 1nvolve.raent. In 
addition, their subjeots tended to exhibit oert.a1n oharaoteristics - 8uoh .. 
d1stractib:Uity, perseverat1on, dissociation and disinhibition - whioh other 
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inVestigators, for example, Halstead (24) and Goldstein and Scheerer (21), 
had obserYed in adults with organic bra:in disorders of one kind or another. 
An extensive follow-up of the Dolphin and. Cruickshank studies bas been 
undertaken through a combined research project by Cruickshank :in Syracuse and 
Bice in New Jersey to answer the criticism leveled at the former studies, to 
the effect that such sweeping conclusions were not warranted on the basis of 
so relatively fn children. Although st1ll in progre.s, this pro ject has 
released certain prel1m1na17 data which has been reported in one chapter of the 
comprehensive book on cerebral palsy edited by' Cruickshank and RaUB (ll 
pp. 1$8-1$9). Using impl'OTed test materials and scoring methods, they have 
compared the performance of 246 cerebral palsied chlldren with that of 4$ nOD-
handicapped children and have obta1ned a highly significant difference, 
indicating a poorer performance on the part of the latter in figure-ground 
relationships and col'TOboration of at least th1s aspect of the previoWJ work b7 
DolphJ.n and Cruickshank. 
Berko (S p. 3) baa reported tallure or decidedly poor performance in 
placing the appropriate blocks in the Seguin Form-board with about 300 cerebral 
palsied children, all of who. had sufficient ~1oal ooordJnation and mental 
capacity to aocompl1sh this task easlly. Hav1ng considered theae clinical 
obsenationa as good evidence of defective visual perception, this invutigator 
matched 20 such children 'With a siJJdlar number baving mlld articulatory 
difficulties but no latown neurological disoJ'der8, and found a Significant 
difference between the groups in their Seguin Formboard performances, the group 
with cerebral palsy being the lower ot the two. Be ra1ses the same queeticm. 
which others bave asked, namely, whether such obtained difterences can be 
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attributed to factors other than visual perception. The answer would seem to 
be, of course, tbat more research is needed to settle this question and m&Il7 
more 11ke it which are equally challenging in this complex field. As Cardwell 
has ably statech 
Whether or not these visuomotor problems are common among the 
cerebral palsied and Whether they are more closely associated 
with one type of cerebral palay than. another are not yet known .... 
Though a certain number in the cerebral palsied group are 
unquestionably affected by conceptual difficulties I as they are 
by defects in perception, such characteristics must not be 
attributed to aU oerebral palaied. Results of further 
investigation are awaited to reveal more data on the nature and 
exttmt of this problem. (7, pp. ).57-),8) 
' .. 
In concluding this review of related literature which has briafl.,. 
sUImI&rized thoae pertinent research findings that are regarded as bearing moat 
directly upon the pre.eat experimental. project, it would be well to Dl8l'ltion the 
admonition of Bolden that research in cerebral. palsy should be eval:oated. 
separately 1'rom research in brain injury generally, eYen though the ttprobl_ of 
oerebral palsy is ordinarUy thought of as belonging in the larger field. of 
brain injury and. continues to be subsumed. uncler that broader heading," 
... research in the effects of bra1n injury' has been mainly with 
adults. There arises the important question of the relationship 
of genetic development and the effects of bra.in damage aD the 
growing organism •••• in adults, the localizat10n of the damage is 
otten mon, but in the human organism damaged. before, at, or 
slightly after birth, such localization is by no means definite •••• 
research in brain damage in adults baa often involved a specific 
dysfunction such as memory loss, aphasia, distractibility ot 
attel'lt:1on, etc., whereas in the early damaged individual the 
results of oortical insult may not be circumscribed but wide-
spread, affecting not onl.y' the 1\Jnctioning of specific muscles 
but many and varied sensorimotor, intellectual and personality 
characteristics as well. (26" p. 92) 
In a word, the point that Bolden makes is tbat the adults, who have been the 
objects of much reeearch, are those whose braiD injuries have been incurred 
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later in life atter normal development has taken plaoe. Therefore, the 
problems raised by their mental fUnotioning, personalit,- oharaoteristics and 
behavior are not comparable in most respects to those of oerebral palsied 
adults who have had to develop with the original damage "stamped in" I as it 
were, from the time of birth. Obviousl,-, the iIIIpaot of these subtle factors, 
plus the not-ao-b1dd.en factor of the physically handicapping condition itself, 
is suoh that generalizations fl"'om brain-injured adults to cerebral palsied 
adults are probably more questionable and less jlJBtified than generalizations 
from bra1a-injured children to cerebral palsied children. And yet the two 
ld.nds of adults are often treated as though they were simllar in all path-
ological manitestations. 
An eXhaustive survey several years ago of the literature related to the 
psychological consequences of brain injuries b7 nebanott, Singer and WUensk;y 
(28) listed no reterences among ita lCn-title bibliography whioh pertained to 
studies on oerebral palsied persona as such. It is possible that they were 
lost or submerged somehow in the contusion over terminology whioh apparently 
pervades the field: ot brain injury generally. Howner, the tact remains that, 
outside ot the need for olarification in this area of terminology, there is a 
need for JIOre basic psychological research in oerebral palsy, especially with 
adults who are thWl affiicted, in contrast to those whose damage to the brain 
was sustained later in life. 
OHAPfER III 
STATEMEm OF THE PROBLEM 
General17 speaking, t.he aim of this stud,. is to inTestigate the 
possibllitY' that. cerebral palsied adults exhibit disturbances in .,.1sual 
perception and in the abUit,. to th1:nk abstractl7 which would interfere with 
their performances on tasks requiring these psychological proce8ses. Reference 
has already been made to several studies which indicate that siJB1lar17 
afflicted childnn baTe such disturbancea J but as yet none haTe been attempted 
on adults, 80 t.r as the writer is aware. In the present study no comparison 
18 made 'between oerebral palsied. children and adults with respect to thai!' per-
formances on tasks involving these funct.ions. However, if adults show a 
pat.tern of behaTior analogou to that of the children, certain inferences oould 
be _de concerning the cerebral palsied as a group, independently of their age. 
From its inception, this study has b_ rega.rded as prel1m1Da1'7 and 
exploratory in nature, by' reason of the COJ8Plex1t,. of the problems related. to 
brain daage in general. The writer hopes that, -.teYer :results are ach1e'V8d, 
it w111 S8rY8 to st1m.ulate more research by suggesting other methode of 
attacld.:ng this question of whether perceptual and th1:nJdng disturbances, which 
allegedly affect cerebral palsied children, are also present in the adults. 
!:Potheaes 
The following hypotheses w111 be investigated, 
I. If cerebral paJ.sied and normal adults differ in visual 
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perception and abstract th1nk1ng, their performances on two 
forms of the same test should be significantly different. 
II. If cerebral palsied adults bave disturbances in visual per-
ception and abstract thinking, then, among themselves, their 
performances on two forms of the same teet should be signifi-
cantly different, in favor of the form which helps them 
coeteract the effects of such presumed disturbance8. 
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Both h1POtho8es are based on the following usumption81 first, that the 
presence of gross disturbances in visual perception and abstract th1nJd.ng can 
be del'llOnstrated by comparing the scores on two forms of the 8ame test, :in one 
of which the perceptual and th1raking components are made to plaY' a more 
important part than in the others and second that the oerebral palsied adults 
need the benefit of 'an enlarged, IlOrEt concrete and three-dimensional block fo 
with its manipulative pieces ---all of which features accentuate the percept 
and thinking components - in order to offset the detrimental effects of 
these presumed disturbances. 
As a consequence, in Hypothesia I, cerebral palsied adults would be 
expected to score significantlY' lower than normal adults on the booklet tOI'll 
of the testing instrllJllt'tnt and to score equal to them on the block fora. In 
Hypothesis II, cerebral palsied adults, UlOng themselYe8, would. be expected. to 
score significantly Mlher on the block form as compared to the booklet fora. 
The two forms of the same teet used in this reeearch are the or1g:lnal 
booklet form of Ravents Progressive )(a.tr1cetJ (1938) and a specially construct 
wooden block form. A detaUed desC1"1ption of them toll .. in the next. chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
the Measuring Instrume.nt 
The ProgN8sive .Matrices (1938 edition) ot J. o. Raven, a British 
psychologist, was chosen as the most appropriate test to use in the present 
research study tor wo importlmt reascma. First, it combinea in one measuring 
instrument a teet lcno1m to bave strong perceptual elements as well as a 
"capacity for intellectual activity," to quote the author - thue 
psychological processes being ot _jor concern 1n tb1s ilmtst1gation. Second, 
it is particularlyappl1cable to handicapped persons, espec1ally those with 
cerebral palsy who so often bave great c:lit.t1oUlty in expreasing themselT88, 
either verbally or by gesture, and may react lB'lta'f'Orably in teat situations 
generally. Thue poillts will be discuesed more tul.ly later in this section. 
Parenthetically, another and more personal reason could be given, namely, that 
the present writer was the first to introduce the teat into the field ot 
cerebral pals,., as described. in a journal article which appeared nine years ago 
(49), and he has been much intereat.ad. in it since then, having used '9U1ous 
tOl"lllB experimentally with both cerebral palsied children and adults. 
Orig1rlally imported trom England, where it is among the most widely used non-
verbal measures of intelligence and the object. of pioneering research by' 
Rimold1 (39) in A.rgentina over a decade ago, the teat baa attracted grow1ng 
attention in recent years in th18 countr.y - as the work of Lev1ne and Isco. 
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(32), Green and Ewen (22), and Barratt (2), to mention only a tew, indicates. 
Raven himself bas described the 1938 edition of the 
Progressive !(atricee as 
••• a test of a person's capacity at the time of the tat to 
apprehend meaningless figures presented tor his observation, see 
the relation between them, conceive the nature of the: figure 
completing each system of relations presented, and, by so doing, 
dnelop a sY1'tematic method of reasoning. 'he scale consists of 
60 problems diTided into five sets of 12. Il'l each set the tirst 
problem. 1s as nearly aa possible selt-evident. The problems whicb 
follow become progressively diff1cul t. The order ••• provides the 
l'taDdard traiQing in the method. ot wor1d.ng. The tiTe .ets proride 
tive opportunities for grasping the method and. five progress! .... 
..... menta of a person'. capacity tor intelleotual activity .... 
'he seale is intended to COTer the whole range of intellectual 
development from the t1me a ohild is able to grasp the idea ot 
finding a mUsing piece to complete a pattern, and to be 
sufficiently long to ... see. a person's maxiJIwD. capac!t,. to form 
comparisons and reason by analogy without being unduly ex-
hauaUng or UIl1fielq. 'lhe SCONIJ obtained by adults tend to 
cluster in the upper half of the scale, but there are enough 
diftic\1l t problems to dUterent1aw sat1s.tactoril,. between 
them •••• lt is otten useful to describe the loale as a teet ot 
obsenation or clear th1nld.r1g. Each problem ill the scale 18 
reall,. the "lIOther" or "source" of a system of thougbt - benee 
the name Provesai" uatrices. The seale baa a re-t88t reliabil-
ity varyi11g, with age :trOiii 0.83 to 0.93. It correlates 0.66 with 
the terman-Binet teatr and has been found to have a (} saturation 
of 0.82. (36 pp. l-2) 
A further analysis of the teat reveals that it can be applied to individuals 
of various ages, from six years on. The difficulty of the items increases 
sOllewhat irregularly but steadily within each set and throughout the whole 
scale. The scoring is Simple, each item answered correctly being given one 
point toward a possible total score ot 60. The nature of the te8t makes it 
independent of various educational, environmental or cultural backgrounds. 
Both Spearman (Ll) and RaTe (37) have indicated that this teat was designed 
according to the former's ftnoegenet1cft principlea and is regarded as a good. 
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measure of "glf, the general factor in intelligenoe. 
A factorial stud,- of the test was done b,. R1mold1 (40). who included it in 
a larger battery oomposed. chiefly of performance tests. Having used. each 8et 
as a separate test for the purposes of correlat1cm, he found the followiltg 
factors were important psychological variables lone which was common to all 
five sets he interpreted as probably similar to Thurstone's "Induction" and to 
spearman's "Analytical Activity," since their solution requirea .t'1ad1ng the 
rule or principle goveming each set, another, common to the first three sets, 
he temed "the perception of rela.tions necuaary tor the construction of a. 
wbole." It is apparent from this and other studies of the test's composition 
that perceptual abUit,. playa an important part in at least the first two or 
three sets. An analysis of wrong answers given by teat subjects sugguta that 
they had 8ltperi811ceci a faulty perception of figure-grotmd relations in 
attempting to solve the nr:lous items. 'lhe last two sets incre&8ingly deancl 
of the subjects the use of abatract thought it the coJTeCt solutions are to be 
to_d. (40) 
The principal advantage of using the Pl"oE!!sive Matricea tor testing 
persons with cerebral pa.lsy 18 that an absolute miniJllwa of motor response :La 
necessary. 11' the subject is wholly unable to verbally select his choices for 
completing the various patterns, he may be able to point, however unatead1ly, 
to the missing part in each instance. U 1lh&ble to execute either of thus 
altemati"''', he can 8t111 resort to nodding the head or moving an am or a 
leg in a gl"Oas rashion in order to indicate the desired choice when 
questioned. li1 other words, no refined mll8cular coordination 18 required. 
Because cerebral. palsied persons generally' seem to be prone to emotional. upset 
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or blocldng, a test with a time limit usually has an adverse effeot. &s 
refleoted in the increase of random muscular activity and other symptoms ot 
anxiety_ The mere awareness of being timed may be sufficient for the subject 
to develop such a state of tension that he is either unable to finish or does 
not do his best. The Raven test, being untimed, having very simple 
instructions, and permitting relative freedom in the mode of expression, 
promotes a more favorable test situation for the cerebral palsied than can be 
achieved with most other tests. Parenthetically, it mnst be added, however, 
tbat the time taken to complete the teat was noted tor each subject, although 
no indication ,vas given him to this etteet. 
For purposes of the present research, a block form of the FroSl!ssive 
)(atrices was constructed, by photographing all 60 items of the booklet form, 
enlarging each from its original size of 3 by hi inches to hi by 6i inches, 
and mounting each pattern and extra pieces on one-balf inch plywood. Then each 
of the teat item.s was placed on a separate 11 by l31tnch board, in such & way 
that the upper half of each pattern a.itd the piec .. belonging to it extended. 
one-quarter inch above the surface of the large board, thus giving all parts ot 
the item & three-dimensional. appearance. The "missing" part of each pattern 
oa, of course, cut out, and each of its separate pieces could be put into the 
vacant space, if the subject chose to do so in his search for the "correct" 
piece to cOJlPlete the pattern. Figure 1, which Uluatrates how one ot the teet 
items appears in the booklet form, .Y' help those readers who are untamUiar 
with the teat to visualize what was entaUed in th1s transformation to the 
block forma 
L 
r 
The directions for administering the booklet form of the test were 
retained as given by the author in the Guide to . UsS Progressive Matrices 
(1938), except for a few minor word substitutions to accommodate the American 
idiOJll of speaking - for example, using "piece" instead o.f "bit" and II just 
right" instead of "quite right." In administering the block form, however, 
certain changes and additions were nec6SsaI7 :iJi order to carry out the purpose 
on contrasting the subject t s performance on both forms and to render assistance 
to the handicapped subjects wben they needed help in putting the chosen piece. 
in the missing part ot each pattern. Since one of the primary aims or the 
research was to discover whether the subjects gained anT advantage in the block 
form by being able to manipulate the pieces at wUl and to see, how the chosen 
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OIles looked after being put into the m.issing part of the pattern, additional 
instructions were given beyond those required in the booklet. A comparison of 
the two sets of instructions follows, the first being those used for the bookle 
form. and the second those for the block form: 
.;;B.;..oo.;.;kl.;;;.;...;e .... t ~ - The 8Xandner opens 'the book to the first item, A. 1, and sayst 
"Look at this (pointing). It is a pattern with a piece taken out. 
Each of these pieces below (pointing) is the right shape to fit 
the space, but they do not all complete the pattern." 
Examiner explains "117 numbers 1, 2 and 3 are wrong and why number 6 is nearly 
right, then says t 
"Point to the piece which is just right." 
If the subject does not point to the right piece, the examiner continues his 
explanation until the nature of the problem. to be solved is clearly grasped. 
The examiner explains that on every page there is a pattern with a part left 
out and says t 
fYlU ;you have to do is to point each time to the piece which is 
the right one to complete the pattern." 
'l'u.rnina to item. A. 2, he continues I 
"They are simple at the beg1lming but get harder as you go along. 
If IOU pay attention to the way the e&81' ones go, you will fmd 
the later ones less difficult. Just point to the piece which 
coapletes the pattern. You ma1' continue at your own pace. See 
how IIIIlDY you can get right. You 111.87 have as much time as you like. 
There is no need. to hurry I but be careful. RemeJD.ber that each time 
onl7 one piece is just right." 
Block Form - The examiner presents the board on which the first item, A. 1, is 
attached, and sa,. I 
"Look at this (pointing). It is a pattern with a piece taken out. 
Each of theee pieces below (pointing) is the right shape to fit the 
space, but they do not all complete the pattern." 
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FJcaa1aer expl.a1M wi'q' n1llibe1'8 1, 2 8Dcl :3 an wrong. and wb,y maber 6 18 nearl,. 
nght, t.httn ..,.. 
Itlfolr 7011 aelect. the piece whtch .:a jut r1abt and put 1t in the 
apaoe wbeN the patt.em1s not complete." It the subject 18 not 
able to' do tbia beea'UlMt of .td.B .barlcI1cap, the axaaSae .. pl..acfita tho 
aeloctecl pleee tor IWI. It the subject doea not "elect the right 
pien, the .... 1DOI' eonUnues h1a e:.Iplanat,1oa ot the .n.nt 1tea, 
i\ 1, untU the natUN Qf th... FObla is clearly IftBPed. 
"All 1011 have \0 do is .elect the pieoe wb1ch 18 the right aft to 
COIIf1l,ete the 1*ttem. It 
PIW.t.iDa the boaN .. wb1ch the HOOhCl1t.ea, A. 1, 18 attached, the 
"They are a1:qple at the beg1rm1ng but get harder u you go al.ong. 
It 1" pay ", .... Uort to the MY tile -7 0IlU 10. 1" lIill 1lnd 
~ later ODM 1_ dU.t1aul.t.. Jaat •• leat the p1eoe wb10h 
coapln. the pattem. tou _7 COIlt1nue at your own pace. Tell 
.. -heft JOU are nad:r to.,. tIM DO.Xt boaJod. SM m. f88b7 10\1 can 
pt, f'1Iht.. You I1J1q' haft 48 IIl1ICh t1tae _ 7O'l 111m. There is DO 
DMd to bun7, but be oarelUl. R ..... , too" that 1t ,... aN 
DOt aat18fted. with tbe p1Mo 10U Belen after JOU put 1t in the 
Jdae1q pu1; 01 tba pa ...... and .. how it looJat, 1011 _7 obanp 
1t 11 10U wl8h-l1ketihis" (dGllllOMvatea)." 
The 8cor1ag _thod: :in the cue ot the booklet tom was tbA "'aM as thAt ot 
Raven. "'17, tbe subject-. 8core 18 the total. DtIIbe1" ot tut lteu 01' 
pat.tema he solv.. oonectl7, tb0J'8 be1ng no t1M 11111t. It he should point 
to _1"0 than one pi ... b1a t1Ml choiH 18 the 01'!8 that. is counted ri.cbt 01' 
wl'WII. In tau aborter children-. ed1tion ot the ProI!!!!1.,. *t.riceI!. priDtecl 
in oolor and published in 19"1", Raven g1v_ d1rect1ou and no".. tor a block 
tom, in adtliUoa to t.bo8e tor 'tho booklet ton. lta 8COrillg _thod for the 
block It:JrlIIl d1f.t'u"ed from that for the booklet form 1ft that the f1nt, ntber 
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than the last choice, was the one which counted, regardless of changes which 
the subject might have made thereafter. In the present study the block form 
was scored both ways, namely, taking the subject's first choice regardless of 
any subsequent ones, and taking his final choice irrespective of how lDIlllY 
earlier ones he made. When it was later determined that there was no statia-
tica1l7 significant difference between theae two methode (cf. RESULTS, Table 
2), the latter method of counting olil7 the final choice was adopted in order 
to more readUy show any possible difference between the booklet and the block 
forms, since there proved to be a slightly higher average score in tavor of 
the second method of scoring the block form. 
!!!! Subjects 
An experilllental group of 32 cerebral palsied persons, including 19 males 
and 13 females, witb an age range from 19 to 42, was matched for age, amount 
ot education and I.Q. with a control group of 28 normal persona, including 16 
males and 12 females, with an age range from 18 to $2. The Verbal. Scale ot 
the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale was administered to all subjects to 
determine their I.Q. rating. in this matching process. The results of tbia 
matching procus, indie&ting lIleans and standard deviations for tbe two groups, 
are shown in Table 1. There were no significant differences between the means 
of the two groupe in these three categories. 
ge 
t;ducation 
.Q. 
TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 
THE l:,XPERntENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS IN 
AGE, AMOUNT OF EDUCATION AND I. Q •. 
Experimental Control 
Mean S.D. Mean 
29.2 6.0 ,30., 
12.2 2.4 U.8 
106.8 14.7 106.0 
1-32 1-28 
29 
S.D. 
10.0 
2.4 
14.9 
With few exceptions, the persons finally selected to comprise the 
experimental group were amcng about 40 who volUDteered from the Adult Cerebral 
Palsy Club of Cb1cago. Since these subjects were not selected at random, the 
group as constituted must be regarded as an "incidental sample", according to 
Guilford's definition (23. p. 180). All at one time or another during their 
lives had been diagnosed as having cerebral palsy, or as the old terminology 
had it, "spastic paralysis)" f'urthermore, all had had the condition since the 
time of b1rth or early infancy (several were excluded from participating in the 
project because their disabUity was incurred later in childhood). It would 
have been very desirable but unfortWlatel.y it was not feasible to give them a 
medical checkup by a specialist in the field to determine what t71'e of cere-
bral palsy they- had. under the circumstances, only a very rough estimate 
could be made b,. the writer, hued on his own obsel"fttion and cl1rtical 
experience, consequentlY', he clus1f1eci each aubject according to at least the 
two &oat pl'OJld.nent t)'p88, spaaUo and a1iheto1d, and to the de,.... of ~1cal 
involvement. The .tollowiftg criteria tor eet1mat1n, the latter Weft d..,1aed b7 
the writer, with a fa a:t.aor chang", tor a pJ."'\W1o_ research project and 
I"epreaant a ro. .t'raaewol'k tor jlld.pment., with the NAl.:J.at.1Oft that nO hard 
and laat rulea exist and that aoae overlapping oocun in 8ft1' hilct.lonal scheme 
ot thu ldad.. 
lI1ld. - Subjecu can walle una1cled, with or without crutcbu 01" iCin., can trayel alone Oft publ.1e transportation facUlties, 
and caa dna. and teed tberuel .... with littJ.. or DO "81atance. 
Moderate - Subjecta can uauaU7 walk una1d.ed, with or without 
crutcflU or a cane, but. may MY8 conaiderable d1tt1oult1 al'lC1 
tbu _y not be able to (or have not developed cont1dence to try 
to) travel &lOlle on pubJ.1c transportation taclllti.... Wlth fa 
exoept1oM, aubjecta UlluaUy need considerable help 1rt dressing 
and/or 1ft £eediDg tbemselvea. 
S ..... re - Subjeote caumot walk wit.hout 88sutanee (it at all) nor 
i ..... 81 alone 011 publlo tl'ansportat1oQ taoWtl... With fa exoep-
t1on8 subjects &ftJ al.moet completely (it not totally) dependent 
upon otbere tor meet.. 88.ent1&1 1ltMda. 
01 the 32 oerebral pals:l.ed 8ubjeota, 10 .... clusit1ed as spastic and 18 u 
atheto14, 4 wen re.uded &8 having so .. bat Idlted and 1ll-clet1bed 
charao\er1at1ca and were thtmttbN lett. unolu8it1ed. as to t,-pe. With respect 
to the degNe of handicap, 16 were judaed. "a1ld," 10 .. e" "moderate" and 6 
"seven." A further anal.p1a of the COIIP08itioft of the expeI'1mental group 
rft'8&ls tbat, of the 32 aubjeota, U .. ere eaplO)"8d 1ft butn ... or lncluatr:r. 1 
...... sel1'-eapl.o,.ad aDd thereby _mad at least a part1al livel1hoocl, 12 .. ... 
~ (10 of th .. e 'being collll14ared uneapl.oJable), ar:ad t .. e ... boua8lf1 ... . 
The pel"8OU OOJapr1aing the ccmtl"Ol poup C&118 f'NJI vartoua 'Alb of lUe, 
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all but one of the 28 :In this group were employed, although 8 of these were 
seeld.ng lIome k1lld. of aid trom the CO'Qllty Welfare Department, some of those who 
were employed were cont:lnu1ng their educat:ton by going to night school. As in 
the case of the e:xper1aental group, this a.l80 was an "incidental sample." 
It was not possible to formallY' teat any of the subjects, either in the 
exper1aental or in the control group, as tar as their visual acuitY' was 
concerned. however, it was determ1ned before the test1ng that. each one bad 
adequate vision, nt.h or without glasses, to .ee the test aater:tal. and to 
real:lse what bad to be done to 801ve t.he pra'bl.... Of the )2 1ft the exper-
imental group, 12 wore glasses, and of the 2& 1ft the control group 10 wore 
them. 
The teat. .:It.-.t1on was 1fttent.:lonall.y' kept as :lnfonaal as poss1ble for the 
cerebral palsied subjects so that. they could relax and be free from the 
tension uad aui" which can 110 easily affect. adversal7 the performances of 
such penollS when under phJsioal and lIMtlltal .trees. 'the whole a.t.tair w .. 
treated. DlOre as a cballenging game in which one was expected to do one's but, 
and siDee 1&08t. of the lIubjecta were known to the 1aveat.1gator, he was able to 
develop .od teat rapport. and. elicit their full cooperat1on. 
In order to m1n1a1ze the possibility of a practice effect, the 
exper1mtmtal and oOlltrol groupe were dirld.ed into two aub-poupa, each w:lth 16 
and lh subjects 1'8apect:lvel,-. 'thereupon, one a~ :trom each of the 
larger groups was given the booklet foZ'll of the Prete8aive Jlatricu, followed. 
appro.xuately tour mol'ltha later 'by a re-te.t on the block toJ'll, the other aub-
group was given the block form firat, followed 'b7 the booklet tON aner a 
8il11lar elapse of tirae. Several. subjects were "lost" t.hrough 1llnes. or other 
c1JtculDatancu as a :result of using thia rotation method; but the procedure was 
necessary, nevertheless, with this type of an e:xper1ment. 
statistical ... Tr_e&_tme .... !D __ t .2! !!!.!. !!!!:! 
In determining the significance of the differences of the means :in the 
_301" comparative aspects of the study, the method ot the analysis ot variance 
was ChoseIl, primarily because the data. could be handled easier and more s:i.mply 
by this technique. Edwards hu written as follows concerning itJ 
The very great value of the analysis of variance and the test 
of s1Cn1fioance based on the F d1atribut1cm :l.s not 1n its 
application to the problem of 2 sampJ.e means, but in problema where 
the ditfereaces &IlO1lI a 8et of several means are to be eyaluatad .. 
Such problems occur frequently in research, part1cularq in the 
exploratory atapa of an 1DTest1gation. (11, p. 16S) 
Along the same line, logan bas ccxaentech 
Perhaps the ma1n usefulness ot th1a deaign is to sern as an 
extension ot the t test to more than two groups. Not only does the 
ana.l.ya.1a of var1a'iice evade the praet1o&l problem ot carry1ng out a 
laborious number of t teats when there are JII8Jly experimental 
compariBcma to be ...ae, but it can be arped. that the OTer-ell1 
teat leads to more dependable inference about the possible 
~itfereno .. a.mona aeans.. (29, p. ) 
'fheae quotat1OQ8 afforded ample jutif1cation tor eapl07:ing a _thod which baa 
,gained widespread use in psychological researcb in recent years. 
A aecond opportunity for applying the analysis of variance technique 
developed subsequent to the completion of the first, when the latter 
demonstrated no positive results with respect to the _301" bypotbes18 and. othe 
com.p&rative aspects related to it. Thus, a consideration ot the hitherto 
neglected element ot t1ae which the various subjects needed to finish eacb to 
of the Raven teet revealed a strildng ditterence between the means of the two 
gl"Oups J whereupon a determination of the possible significance of theae 
)) 
findings nece8sitated this additional computation. It was beliS'Yed advisable 
to use only the time taken on the booklet form, since that was regarded as a 
better reflection of the time factor in the thinldng process required. to solve 
the test problems. In contrast, the time taken on the block form. would 
obviously have reflected JItOre than th1a, especiall.y for the handicapped 
subjects, because of the purely motor element connected with handling the 
n'Wllftrous blooka. 
one or two supplementary aspects of the over-all study neceasitated 
statistical proced.ures other than those mentioned above. For example, a ! 
teet. was needed to detenaine whether there W&8 any s:l.piticant difference 
between the means representing the two possible ways of scoring the block fol'll 
of the Raven test. In addition, the correlation coefficients between the 
Wechsler-Bellevue Verbal Seale and the two forms of the Raven test were 
computed in an eftort to est_to the et:tect ot matching the experimental and 
control groups tor I. Q. on one type of intelligence teat and then comparing the 
aa:me groups by utUizing another VPe ot intelligence teat. 
A.ll of these results are given in the chapter which follow8. 
CHAPTER V 
RESUl1lS 
A8 atated in the previous chapter (of'. PROCEDURE) two prel1ra1nary steps 
were taken, from the standpoint of statutical procedure, the t1rat being to 
determine whether there was a significant dU'ferenee between the two methods of 
sooring the blook torm of the Raven test, namely, scoring according to either 
the sub3eotts initial choice or his final choice. The results are given in 
Table 2, ahow1ng the means and other statistics for the two block 10l'll8 in the 
TABLE 2 
MEANS AND OTHER STATISTICS IN THE COMPARISON OF THE TWO METHODS OF SCORING 
THE BLOCK PUU 0' THE RAVEl TEST IN THE EXPERDmJlTAL AND COftBOL GROUPS 
Exper1:m.errtal. Control. 
bloc~ bloc~ block:!. blockt 
Statistic 
• )2 32 28 28 
M 37 .. ts 40.4 .3ts.l. 39 .. 9 
S.D. 10 .. 4 10.6 12.8 13.2 
S.E·M 3 .. 4 3., 5.9 6.2 
S·E.d)( 2.7 3., 
DM 2.6 1.8 
t 1.0 .S 
l 
.34 
experimental. and the control groups separately. The t test of significance 
-
revealed no difference between the scoring methods in either of the two groups 
at the ,% level. Since both groups averaged slightly higher on the basis ot 
the second method of scoring the block form, it was adopted in order to give 
the subjects the bene 1'1 t of even thiB advantage when comparing their 
performances on the block form and the booklet form in the l.TlB.in aspect of the 
study'. The second of these steps --- one which is preliJll1n&ry in the sense 
that it relates to the original matching of the gz'oups, yet anticipates the 
forthcoming discussion of their results - involves the correlation between 
the Wechsler-Bellevue Verbal Scale and the Raven test, the results of which a.re 
given in Table ). 
r 
TABLE 3 
CORRELATION COEmCIEHTS OF THE 'tWO JORMS OF RA,VF.J(tS 
POOGRESSIVE MATRICES WITH THE VERBAL SCALE OF 
THE WECHSLER-BELLEVUE lOR THE EXPERDENTAL, 
THE CONTROL AND THE COMBINED GROUPS 
Experimental Control Combined 
Booklet Block 
32 
Booklet 
28 
.82 
Blook 
28 
.82 
Booklet Block 
60 
.11 
It will be noted from the above table that the correlation coefficients 
between the two forms of the Raven test and the Verbal Seale of the Wechsler-
Bellevue for the combined experimental and control groups are .78 in the ease 
of the booklet form and .77 for the block form. Both of these correlations 
were found to be significant at the 1% level of confidence. 
Turning now to the main portion of this studT which was subjected to an 
analJSu of variance, it is to be noted that three principal variables are 
inVolved - namely, 1) the type of individuals comprising the experimental and 
control groups (cerebral palsied versus normal persons), 2) the type of teat 
used (booklet form versus block form), and 3) the order of presentation of 
these two forms (first presentations versus second presentations). Table 4 
summarizes the results of this procedure, 
TABLE 4 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 'fHE 'fEST SCORES 
Levela ot 
Desoription Sum. of Degrees of )lean F Confidence 
f1pe of Variable Squares freedom Square ~ U 
I Experimental 
va Control 0 1 0 0 3.93 6.87 
II Booklet VB 
Block 1.22 1 1.22 0.009 3.93 6.87 
III 11rat va. SeCOll( 
Presentations 1.22 1 1.22 0.009 3.93 6.87 
I-II Interaction 7.42 1 7.42 0.05 3.93 6.87 
II-m Interaction 137.3S 1 1)1.3S 0.98 3.93 6.87 
I-lIt Interaction 162.29 1 162.29 1.16 3·93 6.87 
I-iI-I!! Interaction 19.67 1 19.67 0.14 3.93 6.87 
Wit.bin 15130.04 112 140.45 
Total 16oS9.20 119 
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It is eri.dent from an inspection of the ":P ool'Wlll 1n Table 4 that the 
groups under oonsiderat1on in this stud,. -are not slltf1c1ently d1tferen't .trom 
one another to justi.f)' t.he rejection of t.be .ull bJpothes1s. In other words" 
there are no signiticant, d1tterenoe. at either the S. or the 1$ levels of 
oonfidenoe in terms of the aforement:1oneci three prinCipal variable., &8 
ind1cated b7 Roman n'I.UMrals I, II and nI in Table 4, nor with respect to the 
secondary interactions, expressed as I - II, II - III, I - III and I - II -
III in the same table. 
In tems of 1f1pothesi8 I, as 8et forth in 'the earlier section ent1tlec:l 
STATEMEIT or THE PROBLEM, and contrar,. to it, the reeults in Table 4 .how that 
the two groups, comprised of cerebral palsied and normal adults, did.!!2! score 
significantly different from one another on either torm of the Raven teat.. 
)(oreover, it did not make &n7 difference to either group whether the booklet, 
or the block form was admin18tered first, when each group was .ubdividedJ nor 
was there an,. evidence in either group of an appreciable practice e1'f8ct a.tter 
an elapse of four months between the giTing of one fol'l1 and another. 
The sU1J11D1U'7 of the anal,..i. of varianoe given in Table 4 11k_is. reveals 
the extent. to which both Jfypothesis I and Hypothesis II were unsubstantiated. 
ThUS, the cerebral palsied group did not score si.gn1ticantly lower than the 
-
normal group on the booklet form, whereas they were expected to do so, the 
tact that the foraer!!!! score equal to the latter on the block form, as wait 
expected, was of no consequence wbatsoever in the light ot the over-all. 
probl... The results also failed to support the expectation that the cerebral 
pal.sied persons, among thutselVe8, would score significantly Mer on the 
block fona because of its presumed advantage for thea over the booklet fora. 
)8 
All of these various findings are graphically portrayed in Figures 1, 2, 
3 and 4, in whioh the total Raven test results are broken down into the five 
component seta of the Progressive Matrices. The titles on these different 
graphs are self-explanatory J illustrating as they do the comparison between the 
two prinoipal groups in relation to the booklet and block forms, as well as the 
several comparisons between the booklet and block forms with respect to the two 
principal groups and the four sub-groups. Particular attention is called to 
Figure 4 and the accompanying data given in Table S J which shows the mean 
soores of the two principal groups on each of the six sets of the Raven test, 
since they point up the fact that neither group benefited by one teat :form. or 
the other. 
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TABLE S 
MEANS R>R THE TOTAL EXPERmBTAL AND THE 'l'O'1'AL COftROL 
GROUPS IN oon Jt)RVS or THE SIX SETS OF THE RAVEl 
PROGRESSm IlAfRlCES 
Expe:r1me!ltal Control. 
Seta Booklet Block Booldet Block 
A la.8S 10.96 10.80 10.97 
J 9.33 9.46 9.16 9.07 
c 8.03 7.60 8.10 7.)8 
D 7.72 6.a 7.27 7.42 
E ).94 :h72 S.ll 4.8) 
N :: 32 N :: 28 
When a. re-examination ot the original data was mado in the light of these 
negative findings, it was discovered that the time £actor, which had not been 
considered pertinent to the main portion of the study, might indeed assume 
suffioient import~ee to warrant further investigation. Calculation ot the 
average tinte taken by the subjects to complete the booklet and the block 
toms revealed ride group differences, as shown in Table 6. Henee it was 
decided to apply the analysis of variance met.hod to this problem involving 
time. Only the booklet form was used as the basis of comparison between the 
experimental and control groups, because it was felt that the time element on 
the block form was unduly exaggerated by the need to manipulate the various 
TABLE 6 
A COMPARISON OF l&NS BETWEEN THE EXPERDIElrrAL AND THE 
COftROL GROUPS IN TIME TAKEN, AS GIVEN IN MINU'fES, 
TO COMPLETE THE TWO PORlfS OF THE BA VEN TEST 
Control 
Booklet Block Booklet Block 
32 28 28 
28.6 
pieCH of the block faN, whether done by the exauailler or the subject, in 
contrast to the much simpler task of merely turning the pages ot the booklet 
form. Such of course, 'Would be more likely to affect the tiM taken by the 
handicapped subjects as agaiut that of the non.al OI'lGS, due to the difficulty 
of the tormer in handling objects. 
The reaults of the analysis of variance covering this question of time are 
SUlllll&r1zed in Table 7. By way of explanat10n it must be said that a square 
root transformation of the original scores, as m.easu:red by elapsed time in 
minutes, was considered advisable, 8ince Bartlett's test for homogeneity of 
variability on the original data revealed a significant difference between the 
experimental and the control groups, therefore, the figures in the table 
renect this method of transforming scores to bring about equalit7 of 
variability between groups. Parenthetically, it should be added, howeTer, that 
an analysis of variance using the original scores revealed eS8ent1ally the 
same results, ind1cating that such a laborious transformation of 8cores was 
largelY' a precautionar.r procedure rather than a necessary eme .. 
TABLE 1 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IDR THE TllE SCOllF1S 
Type D.cription of Sta of nefP"H8 of ... ,. Levels ot 
Variable Squares ~ square Confidence 
-,~ ~ 
I Exper1IMatal. 
ft. Coa\rol. 55.859 1 S$.8S, 29.68l 1l.02 7.16 
II P1rst ... Second. 
Pru .. ~t.ian. 3.on 1 ).0Sl 1.621 .1&.02 1.16 
I-II Int..notion ).)60 1 ,.)60 1.185 4.02 1.16 
/ 
wttdW lOS.',,, ~ 1.882 
'l'ot.al 167.666 59 
An __ inaUon of fable ." part1eW.arly the .. ". colurm iD relatioD to the 
001_ 1rtd1cat1ng S. and 1% lwela of oont1denoe, dJacloeu a yerr 81gnitloani 
41It ..... o. betwoa the ex:per1nnmtal and the conVol P'O.. repNaentiag 
~ pIla1ed. U oompaNd with no1"Ml panou. in the _t-ter of t1M needad 
to OOJaPlete tile booklet tona of the Rayen teat. JIoNOYer, a~ thia 
atJo11d.ag OOIlUut Sa t.he tact that no -1cnif1oant tUf.terence ta shown in 
repN to the ord.r of prueatation. \bat 1.8, whether the booklet was adld.n-
1atered tint or ... 01'ld 111 Nlat1cm to the block tona. (The latter toft, of 
ceUJ'8e, did flOt eater into tbe calculat10ne 1nvolyed 11\ th1a partlov.l.aJ" 
probl_ of u.., tor the rea80na a.toed pNrioua17_) 
Although 1t baa little 1t.y bear1Dg on the ov.....u -tud7, an 
an interesting sidelight 18 provided by the results in Table 8., which gives the 
stated preference ot the subjects :in both the experimental and the control 
groups either tor the booklet torm or tor the block torm, or tor neither one. 
'fABLE 8 
PREJEREliOFS EXPRESSED BY SUBJECTS 
FOR ONE FORM OR ANOTHER OF THE RA.VEN TEST 
Booklet Block Reither 
Exper1aerrtal 1 17 8 
Control 6 18 4 
Totala 1) )$ 12 
'1'hU8, deepite the fact tbat both groups sbcnred no sipUicaJlt dUterenee. in 
their pertol'Uncea OIl the booklet torm as coapared to the block torm, more than 
tw10e as MD,y1n each gl"O\lp still preternd. the latter to the to~r, and JB&n7 
ot the subjeota who seJ.eoted. the latter, elabonted upon their choice b7 
atatag they tel t certain that they had dOlle better on the block t01"ll. 
The princ1pal t1ndiDgs in th1a seotion. that 18, those wb10h are tbe moat 
pertiDent to the _jor aspect. ot the present study, will be d1scuased 111 the 
tollowlllg chapter. 
C1fAPTER VI 
The finding of no d.gn1.f:1cant differences with Nspect to both Hypothes. 
I aDd II could. raise 80118 que&t:lons concerning oertain .. peets of tbe reaearoh. 
In the firat place the subjecta oompr1sinC the exper1lltmtal group -7 have 
"plUeted a btued $ampl1ng of the populatioA. It ¥.ould ..... 11kel.y that 
umpliDg eft'lOnJ ID1ght be somewhat h1ghel" in nvaber 10 \be cue . of the ceNbral 
pal.a1ed. poovp as eompBl"ed to the ao:rmal group, pr1marUy for tbe following 
reuona. 1) cerebral pal.ay heine a somewhat loosely and arbitn:r1l.y 4et1ned 
baDdicapp1l'lg oondition, covering several t7P88 and. 401'1"8 of brain injury 
w1th crippling 1'lftl'OJIWSC\1lar effects, it U very dUf1cult to s.curo .~ pUNlT 
nt'ldoII sample ot such a population, 2) the subjects of th1a .tud7 were 
Yol'Wlte.el'8 rather than hav1ag been selected at random. Therefore, wheft 
ci~tanc_ such aa thue are present, the exper1aenter has to be ... tufied 
with what QuUford (2), p. l8O) has tel"JHd the "incidental AJIple" be_we it 
i8 the .. t a'f&1lable, oaptto1al.ly sino ...... CODdit1ona of auapl.1nI are never 
14081. a III \he aecond place the ~8ive .trioH _y not haft been a 
su..tt101entl3'' ... 1t1ve teat for d18Ungu1abinl between the groups on the basta 
of preanaect d1ttenncea 1ft 'riaual perception and/or 1n abetract tb1nld.ng •. 
fhua, even tbDvgh a tactor1al artal.;raia of the teat baa 1Dd1cated that it 
oontaW strong elements of y18_1 percept1ol1 as well &8 other elemental 
imrolved in abevact thoucht, theae elements co:w.d be 80 .... J'pd ill the 
41 
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over-all "intelleotual activ:Lty" oomponent that any marked deviations in them 
ould not be brought to light. However, the important fact to rem8lllber here 
:La, while the Propeasive Matrices as euch was the measuring inatl"Ulll8nt, the 
klet and block forms represented the real method bywh:Lch these 
differences - if they were to _1st - would be deaonstrated. In other 
orda, the block font - by hay:Lng certa:Ln characteristics not present in the 
lcl;et fora, such as increased sae, concreteness, three d1mems1onalit,. and 
. , . 
bUtt,. of parts in completing each pattern - was presUJD.ed to aid the 
cerebral palsied aroup in solving te.t problema that are known to be heavily 
oaded in perceptual and thinking factors. Therefore, the validity of the 
thod of discovering possible d:Laturbances in theae factors depends upon two 
-
fo1'll8 of the Rayen teat - not upon the RaYeIl test .E!!: .!!. 
Another question, which is related to the preceding one cQJlceming the 
ppropriaten... of the ProgresSive Matrices, centers around the possibility tha 
method of matching the exper1:Mntal and. control groups _,. bave 
vertemJ.y set tbe stage, so to speak, tor the negative findings which were 
ubaequentl,. obtained.. It w111 be recalled that the two groups were equated 
ith respect to chronological age, amount of education and I.Q. - the latter 
eing detendned by the yel'bal scale of the Wechsler-Bellevue. The 
1pitica.ntl"J' high correlations between their perfontances on this yerbal scale 
the two to%"JU ot the Raven teat, as shown in the previous sect:Lon entitled. 
tILTS, Idght :indicate that the usefulness of the Raven test as the measur1ng 
strument may have been somewhat d1m:1n:Lahed b7 being too closely llnked to 
he matching instl'1lllent. one answer to this would be that, although both the 
tching and the measuring instl'WD.ents are regarded as intelligence tests, the 
Progrus1ve vatric_ .,. at11l be 31."1gling out and emphasising dUI.rent 
aspecta of 1nteU1gence than the verbal scale of tJle llIechal~ll.YUe. 
How."el". probably the beat anner whlch can be given to such quut10M 
about the adequacy of tbemethod of me&.~ 1eto aay that thue questiona 
relate to the .fint of the two or:1gtnal uauraptlona upon which Hypothuee I 
and II of this study won based. In tMa oetmect1on, theNtore, the present 
W1'1t.er 18 confid4mt tbat. the aat1locl of utilising two f~ of the Raven teet. 
•• ned the pvpoae tor 1t'b1ch it WM intended - altho. hereoognlz .. that 
otheN -r diaall"" on tlUa point - and that conaeqwmt17 certain 'ftl14 
iDE.reno.. can be raad.e from this ... 8.Nb:. 
Since the obt.a1ced reaul .... did not substantiate either Hypotheea I or II 
as gi .... 1n the earUer ohapter entitled S'rftTlla.tn' 01 'l'lfl f'ROBLRH, the II08t 
OOl18erwt1.e mterpretat10n woUld be to say that at leut soae eerebral 
- -
pal.a1ed a4\ll.t8 do not ditt ... IJlpif1eantl7 trOll ftOrsaal adult. in their perlo 
aac.. on test problema wolTing vuual plrcept10n and abstract. th1nldng. By 
.. q 01 turtber elabol'8t.:1oa, U. ctaft be atated tbat !! lust .!!e! cerebral 
pal.a1ed adults do not appeal" to haTe dUtUl'bane.. 1ft vinal perception. and 
abavaet tb1DJdna which could be Mid to 1RterEeN with their 8UOC •• on teet 
probleu oonta1ninl thee. paychol.ogloal.~. The strongest support tor 
tb1a 1Mt .... nlon ill fovI\d :In t~~ .,,1d.enee that the cerebral palsied adul._, 
MIOftI ~.,.., did nat differ 8igail1cutl,. in their .corea OIl the block 
torm .. eaapand to the booklet t03l'll aftCl that theNtore t.be;r abowGCl DO benetlt. 
fra the •• of tbe block to..., with ita upttCteci adftDtap to thoee who have 
tbeae d1aturbaDc.. Benae, th5 CODtent1tm by cenail'l expel"ts in tne field 
$0 
part in the educational training program for cerebral pals1ed children" 
(27, p. 97) does not seem applicable to the adults who part1cipated in the 
present investigation, judging from these findings. 
It should be noted in the preceding paragraph that the phrase "at least 
some" has been underscored. This has been deliberately done, because the 
writer feels that broad, sweeping generalisations concerning !!! cerebral 
palsied - when based upon data from a fn experimental studies of such 
children - are risq and unjustified, if not highq misleading, in view of 
the incomplete state of our current knowledge of brain funotions. The present 
study' 18 no exception, and its findings on the basis of a small sample 
certa1nlT do not wanan~ the unqual.1fied statement that!!!. cerebral palsied 
adults show a surprising lack of disturbances in visual perception and thi .... ,,_ ... 
It is theretore oonsidered sater to say that !2!!! do not, whereas others mal" 
well exhibit them, espec1ally since the eftects of bra1n damage are extremely 
diverse and inconsistent at bestS 
:uany workers in the field seem to fall into the questionable habit of 
referring to the "brain-in3ured child" or the "brain-injured adult" as though 
each one possessed. oharacteristics and identifying marks which were typical of 
a whole clus of persons w1th a certain diagnosis. Wortis bas oballenged the 
assertion by strauss and Lehtinen (44) that neither the nature nor the extent 
of a brain injur;y is of great concern, since the clinical manifestations are 
the same and since all brain lesions raul t in a similar t~ of disordered 
behavior a.mong brain-injured children. Be bas wisely cautioned that 
Sl 
••• it would be very rash indeed to declare that !!!l leaion, d1ft'uae 
or discrete, regardless of degree or localization, would tend to 
produce the same pattem of bebavlor •••• 'l'here is, in short, I 
believe, no "brain-injured child, It but only a variety of brain-
injured children whose prob18ll8 are quite varied and whose condition 
calls for far more refined analysis than some of the current. 
generalizations on the brain-injured child provide. (,), pp. 20,-206) 
Theae remarks are just as pertinent. to cerebral palsied chUdren! and yet 
Dolphin and Cruickshank (16, p. 4), in discussing t.he educational implicatiOns 
of their findings, wbich were reported earlier in the aection beaded REVII!JI 
OF RELATED LI'fERATURE, t.end to do exactly wbat Wort18 ftrl'UI aga1ut and to 
generalize too freely fro. the small sample to the total pop\1l.at.ion, t.hUlu 
The perceptive process of the ch1ld. with cerebral palsy is now 
known to be characterized by (a) inability to withstand the impact 
of stimuli, (b) d1.fficulty in d1acr1ll1nat1ng background from 
foregrotllld stimuli, (c) perseverat1on, (d) d1ssociation, and (e) 
motor disinhibit.ion. (16, p. 4) 
ObvioUSly, a more caretal approach in this matter would be to recognize, as 
cardwell (7, p. )S8) does, that some cerebral palsied chil.dren undoubtedly 
manifest these perceptual and thirlJdng difficulties wh1le others apparently do 
not, therefore one is not. justified in att.rlbut1ng such characteristics to all 
cerebral palsied. 
Tbe conv1ctions of Wort:1s with respect to brain-injured ch1ldren and of 
Cardwell concerning cerebral pal8ied children aeem equally applicable to 
cerebral. palsied adults. Henoe, there is no tn>ical "cerebral palsied adult") 
inatead there are JDIUl7 suoh persoM whose problems are admittedl7 varied and 
complex, but not identical. 
To reiterate, then, in line with this cautious approach to the problem of 
the eflects of brain d.amage, it is aafe to 8a7 that, on the basis of this 
small sampling of the total population, !.! least .!2!! cerebral palsied adults 
S2 
- when age, amolDlt of education and verbal I.Q. are held constant -
exhibit no significant deviation from the norm in visual perceptual and 
tb1nk1na, insofar as these processes can be measured bY' two fol"lU of Raven's 
Pl"Ogr!!sive .trio88. 
Any attempt to acooUllt for thia phenomenon is, of course, largelY' a. 
_tter of speculation. One po881ble explanation would 1)8 that in the procees 
of maturation oerebral palsied peraolllJ a1ght either spontaneouslY' outgrow such 
diaorde1'8 or more likely leam to compeMate for them somehoW, &SslJlling that 
Dolphin ad CruicltBhank are correct in cla.1II1ng that IlOst 1f not all oerebral 
palaled ohildren show slgns of perceptual and th1nk1ng "pathology-". Lehtinen, 
in a chapter ot the volwae on the brain-injured child edlted by straus lind 
Kephart, as quoted earlier, maintains that this appears to happen with 
mentallY' deficient bra1rt-injured child.ren in regard to one c01lllOJlly seen 
811lPtoJal 
We have observed that with inoreu1!lg _tunt,. the difJrupting 
effect of diatractibllit)" decreases. We can presume that the 
organum through maturation and learaing bas aChieved ••• 110" 
facil1ty in perceiving the relationship of external st!muli to his 
cirCu.tance8 of the moment. (;0, pp. 173-174) 
With reepect to the pb7Slcal handicap itself, it 18 apparellt that EIl7 
intelligent, well-motivated cerebral palsied persona have been able to 
compensate for the lack of or damag. to bra1ncella governing motor activity 
that is to ")", the)" bave learned, by tra1Ring and consoiDWI etfort, to 
utUise the undamaged motor cella and altemate neural pathways of the brain, 
in order to carry out as lDB1l7 muscular actiYities as are 8till potentially 
possible, regardless ot how crudely or incoordinatel)" pertoraed. By the same 
tokell it would seem conceivable tor thos. who bave the necesaal"Y' potent1a.l to 
$) 
also learn to offset the disruptive effect of any presumed perceptual and 
th1nldng disturbances, again assuming that they had such disturbances to beg1ll 
with. It wUl be recalled in this connection that the cerebral palsied adults 
comprising the experimental group averaged 12.2 years of formal education, 
which is the equivalent of having finished. high school, and averaged 106.8 in 
verbal I. Q. J henoe they would be expected to have these potentials for doing 
so. Perhaps, then, the cerebral palsied adults who were selected for this 
study happened to be those who had already compensated for such presUlled 
disturbaftcea and therefore, when given sufficient time, could. equal the normal 
ad.ul tIS in their average performance on the test problems. 
A.nother possible explanation would be that the cerebral palsied adults in 
th18 particular sample never had these perceptual and thinldng d.i8turbancea, 
therefore could not learn to "coJBptmsatel't for some ~thetical diff1eulties. 
Unfortunately, not enough is known on the subject to be able to say whiob of 
these two possible explanations, it indeed either one, is the more plalJSible. 
Certainly more longitudinal studies of brain-injured persons in general and 
cerebral palsied persons in particular are needed to keep pace with our rapid-
ly growing knowledge of brain functioning. As mentioned before, the most 
conservative 1nterpre~t1on seems to be the only one wh1choan be adopted for 
the present, untU more extensive knowledge has been acquired - namely, that 
. at least some cerebral palsied adults, when given sufficient time, do not 
differ Significantly tram normal adults in their average performance on certairl 
test problems involving visual perception and abstract thinking. 
The expresaion ''when given sufficient time," which has been used in each 
of the summarizing statements of the last two paragraphs, calla attention to 
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the taot that. t.be element. ot time must not be overlooked in this disoussion, 
although it was not foreeeen as an important aspect in the original tOl'lllulation 
of the probl_. Indeed, it was more or leas aooidently uncovered when a re-
exa.raination of the dat.a was made in the light of the negative findings, as 
expla.1ned in the preceding chapter. Having thus discovered a ve7:'1' .ignj.,fieant 
difference between the oerebral palsied group and the normal group in t.he time 
taken to complete the booklet form of the Progressive Matrioes, as the results 
given in !able 7 reveal, the writer is frank to admit that these findings 
apparently do little more than open the way to further speculation which -7 or 
-7 not eventuall.y help to solve the basic quut.ioNl raised by t.h1a studY'_ He 
realises that the problem of tiae introduces a dimension in research with 
cerebral palsied persons which baa not received adequate oonsideration in the 
past, and which Ullfortunatel,. can onlY' be touched upon briefly here. 
In this connect.ion, then, it is worth not.1ng t.bat a nwaber of the tests 
used b7 strauss and his associates on brain-injured children and bY'Dolphin 
and Cruickshank OIl cerebral palsied children were tilled tests. 'the time limits 
'Within which these subjects operated were arbitrarily setJ thus SOM ot the 
obtained differenoes from the nol'll in perception and t.h1nldng 'Were secured 
within the framework of time as a penalizing factor. More use of untimed tests 
on groups of cerebral palsied persona of various ages and intellectual levels 
might shed new light, on the problem from the standpoint of a cros ..... ectional as 
well as a longitudinal approach. 
Another interesting point which can be raised is that the time element 
could represent a very important part of the eompensato7:'1' process alluded to 
above. Again by way of speculation, it could be surmised that intelligent 
SS 
cerebral palsied persons are constantly attempting to offset the tension and 
anxiety to which they are subjected by the hypersensitivity of the nervous 
syatem itself, as well as by the personal-soc1.al problems of adjustment. The 
"pressure of time" only accentuates the disruptive effects of these organic 
and functional factors and also increases the dilemaa of those who are trying 
to compensate for them. It is therefore conceivable, in the writer's opinion, 
that such disruptive effects, including the pressure of time, could caUlJe 
functional disturbanoes of perception and thinking - not the "pathologioal" 
organic ones cla1m.ed by 80me investigators. What the assurance of unl1m1ted 
time -7 do is to assist cerebral palsied persons in the compensatory process 
of relaxing sufficiently to be relatively free frQa tension and anxiety and to 
achieve a better degree of concentration, thereby enabling thea to perform 
equal to normal persons in a problem-solving situation. In doing so, however, 
they aay take twice as much time, as shown b,y the results of the present study_ 
Let it be re-empbasiHd in concluding this discUIJsion that these are 
speculations prompted 'by the discovery that time is an iaportant !actor to 
consider in evaluating the test perfor.mancN of cerebral palsied ch1ldren and 
adul:ta.· It is hoped that they will lead to further research into this area, as 
well as other rel.a ted ones t in this challeDging field. 
CHAPTER VII 
su-.RI AND CONCLUSIONS 
To investigate the possibility that cerebral palsied. adults exhibit 
disturbances in visual perception and abstract thinking which would be revealed 
in their performances on two forms of a non-veJ"baJ. intelligence test having 
these components, a booklet and a block form of Ravents Progressive Katrices 
.. ere administered to an experimental group of 32 cerebral palsied subjects, 
including 19 .males and 13 females, ranging in age from 19 to 42, and a control 
group of 28 normal subjects, including 16 males and 12 females, ranging in age 
from 18 to $2. These groups were matched for age, amount of education and 
I. Q., no significant differences baving been found between the means of the two 
groups in theae three categories. Of the 32 cerebral palsied subjects 10 were 
classified as spastic and 18 as athetOid; 4 were regarded as baving somewbat 
a1xed and lll000detined characteristics and were therefore left unclassified as 
to type. With respect to degree of handicap, according to certain specified 
standards of appraisal, 16 were judged mild, 10 were moderate and 6 were 
severe. To minimize the possibility of a practice effect, the two groups were 
divided into two sub-groups each and the method of rotating them were employed. 
Thus, one sub-group in each larger group was given the booklet tora, followed 
four months later by a re-test on the block tOrDlJ the other 1rU given the 
block torm with a re-test on the booklet torm. aft~I' the same elapse ~ of time. 
$6 
$7 
On the basis of these pres\Ulled disturbances in the cerebral palsied 
subjects, two hypotheses were adTanCed. centering around the expectation that, 
wsing two f'OI'll8 of the Raven test as the measurirlg :l.natrument, significant 
d1.tference8 would be found not only between the cerebral palsied and the normal. 
subjeots but also among the cerebral palsied subjects t.h_elves. Both 
hypotheses rested on two assumptions. first, that the peresenoe of such 
d.1aturbanoes can be demonstrated by comparing the soores on the two forms, in 
one of which (the block fora) the perceptual and thinking OOIIlpOtlents are acoen-
tuated so as to play a more 1aportant part than 1n the other (the booklet 
fora) J and aecond, that the cerebral. palsied subjects need the benefit of the 
enlarged, more concrete and three-diaensional block form, with its manipulative 
pieces - all of wbioh features br1ng out more clear17 the perceptual and 
thinking elements - in order to offset the detriraental effect 01 these 
disturbanoes. 
The analya1a of var:iJlllce method was used to determ1ne the s1gDifioanoe ot 
the differeDc .. in the major comparative aspects of the stud)r. This method 
was also wsed. in a supplementary study ot the t:1me needed 'b:r the two groups of 
subjects to oomplete the booklet form of the Raven test, since the time 
element was found to play an importallt part 1n the:lr respective perfo:rmances. 
The inVest1gation of time 11&8 limited to the booklet fora becawse it was 
regarded as better able to reflect the tiae factor operating in the perceptual 
and tbollght .prooesses required to solve the test problems. 
The following conclusions are drawn trom the results which were obtained 
in this stud¥. 
sa 
1. Contrary to expectation, no significant differences were found 
between a group of cerebral palsied adults and a group of normal 
adults on either the booklet or the block form of Raven's 
Progressive Matrices. thus, coaparison of their performances on 
ilie.e two Jorms lai!ed to reveal the presence of disturbances in 
visual perception and abstract thinking in the handicapped group. 
2. When each group was sub-divided, it made no significant difference 
whether the booklet or the block form wu adm1n1etered first J nor 
was there &rrJ" evidence in either group of a practice effect after 
an elapae of four months between the giYing of one form and 
another. 
). Contrary to expectat1on, among the cerebral. palsied adults them-
selves, no significant difference was found between their 
performaacea on the booklet and the block form. Tb1a would 
indicate that the block fom, with its cbaracterlatic features 
which were expected to offset the11" presumed d1eturbances in 
visual perception and abstract thinldng, was of no ad'9'&l1ta.e to 
them over the booklet fora. 
4. As was to be expected, among the normal adults themselves, no 
significant difference was found between their perforaances on 
the booklet and the block form. 
5. A very significant difterence at the 1$ level ot confidence 1188 
fowd between the two groupe in time taken to complete the booklet 
foJ'll of Raven's Progressive MaUiCH. This would strongly indi-
cate that the t1lD.e eleaent 18 an Gij)Ortant factor to cou1der in 
evaluating the over-all findings of this study and the test 
results of cerebral pa181ed parsou in general, whether oh1l.dren 
or adults. It would see. to be of su.t.t:1eient importance to warrant 
further serious investigation in &D7 Similar studies of such 
peNon •• 
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